Since then, we have re-interpreted the null condition from the point of view of Fourier Analysis, to show that equations satisfying the null condition are also better behaved as far as the question of the optimal Sobolev space in which they are well posed locally in time is concerned. This work is progress towards proving global existence results for large data in the critical case, and better understanding the blow-up in the supercritical case.
Example 1. The Yang-Mills equations in 3+1 dimensions are sub-critical. There is a conserved energy, and our local existence result implies that the time of existence of a smooth solution depends only on the energy of the initial data (and the solution stays as smooth as it started in this interval). The argument is complicated by gauge dependance, and the fact that energy differs form the H 1 norm by a lower order term, see [K-M3] nd the same for differences of solutions. If we work with a norm higher than the scale-invariant one, we can rescale and obtain short time existence for large H 80 data.
X-2
The classical local existence theorem requires the Cauchy data (,6(0,) G H "2 "^(RT he first results of [K-M1] lower the requirement to <^>(0,) 6 H 2 (R/ 1 ) provided that the non-linear term is one of the null forms Qo^Qij. This is not optimal for equations satisfying the null condition, and has been improved since then, but is strictly better than than the optimal results for general equations, not satyisfying the null condition, see the counterexamples of Hans Lindblad [L] . Also, these es- This has been generalized to the variable coefficient case by C. Sogge [So] . Some ideas in the proof were also used in [Sc-So] .
The rest of the theorems discussed here prove well posedness in the scaleinvariant Sobolev norm + e. The proofs make extensive use of the spaces Hg^s used by Bourgain for KdV [B] , and introduced by M. Beals in [Be] .
|H|^ = \\^s^6-^\\L 2 (drdŵ here w+(r,^) = l+|r|+|^[, W-(T,<^) = I+HT|-|^|[, and (j) denotes the space-time
Fourier transform.
X-3
There are two advantages in working with these spaces. Also, the argument si simplified if one also notices that, for S < 1/2 and p defined
See [T] for a general treatment of these spaces.
The second advantage of the spaces H 8^6 is that the solution to D<^> = F with Cauchy data fo^fi satisfies
llxWII.^ < c(\\F\\^-i + H/oll^ + H/iH^-i)
where \ is a smooth cut-off function in time. In order to solve D<^ = Q(<^, <^) for small time it suffices to solve the integral equation Another interesting case, worked out in [K-M6] is the model equation (1) with Q=Qij:
The analogue of (4) 
